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Between 1925 and 1928 Ernest Thompson Seton wrote his magnum opus, Lives of Game Animals, a four-volume 
set that documented the first comprehensive biological and environmental descriptions of North American large 
mammals. He received the John Burroughs Medal for distinguished writing in the field of natural history in 1927. 
For Volume IV, he received the Daniel Giraud Elliot Medal from the National Academy of Sciences in 1928. Born 
Ernest Evan Thompson in 1860 in South Shields, England, he was raised in Ontario and traveled extensively. He 
was formally trained in art, studying at the Ontario College of Art, the Royal Academy in London and at the 
Academie Julian in Paris. Seton was renowned for his wildlife illustrations. Roger Tory Peterson credits Seton’s 
artwork as the inspiration for producing Peterson’s Field Guide to the Birds. In 1882, he joined his brothers in 
Carberry, Manitoba where he began writing as a naturalist. His scientific articles were published in Canadian and 
U.S. journals including Canadian Journal, The Auk, and Canadian Science Monthly. In 1893, he received an 
honorary doctorate from Russia’s Society of Nature. His first scientific books were Studies in Art Anatomy of 
Animals (1896), followed by Birds of Manitoba (1891) and Mammals of Manitoba (1901). These were among the 
first to document birds and mammals on the Canadian prairie. In November 1892 he was appointed Provincial 
Naturalist by the Government of Manitoba and designed Manitoba’s Natural History exhibit for the 1893 World 
Expo. In addition to his art (he was a member of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts), Seton was a prolific writer 
publishing mostly animal stories which greatly captured public attention. He based many stories on his wildlife 
observations while in Manitoba and Ontario.  
  
Seton built his own nature preserve outside of New York, in Cos Cob, Connecticut where he created his Woodcraft 
program that fed into the Boy Scouts of America. He was its organizing committee chair, compiled its first 
handbooks, and served as Chief Scout until 1915. In the 1920’s he concentrated on producing Lives of Game 
Animals and promoting First Nations’ rights. In 1930 he moved to Santa Fe, New Mexico where he opened the 
Seton Institute and College of Indian Wisdom. Seton died on October 23, 1946. During his lifetime Seton produced 
over 40 book length works and hundreds of popular magazine and scientific journal articles. Since 1981 Nature 
Manitoba (formerly Manitoba Naturalists Society) has presented the Ernest Thompson Seton Medal to a Manitoban 
for work of particular merit in some aspect of Manitoba's natural history that has stimulated public interest.  


